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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces
DataBroker DAO, a peer to
peer marketplace created
to provide IoT sensor
owners with a clear path
to data monetization and
data consumers with a
decentralized market to buy
IoT sensor data.

With DataBroker DAO, we aspire to unleash long-tail creativity with
the use of sensor data to facilitate the conversion of incredible
ideas into value adding services. By providing a distributed
foundational layer for the buying and selling of IoT sensor data, we
expect that unimagined uses of data that exist in the hearts and minds
of entrepreneurs, researchers and organisations around the world, will
emerge to create incredible value adding services that enrich the quality
of life in our cities and our societies as a whole.
The global market for IoT sensors has
surpassed 600 billion USD per year ¹
including the purchase, installation and
maintenance of sensors and the acquisition of software packages to interpret
and enrich the data. The data resulting
from this investment is for primary usage
by the sensor owner or enhanced with
value-added insights and resold.
Whether for primary usage or for enrichment and re-sale, the data remains gross-

ly underutilized and the utility for society
locked away in organisational silos. By
connecting data owners with 3rd party
data consumers directly, DataBroker DAO
provides a marketplace where IoT sensor
data can be fully valorised outside of the
primary silos in which it is locked today.
In this sense, DataBroker DAO can be
likened to a “secondary market” for IoT
sensor data and has been referred to as
an “eBay” or “Amazon” for IoT sensor data.
¹ State of the Market: Internet of Things 2016, Verizon
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“The intersection
and Kastelein
Marlair of IoT
Johnson
Byrne
blockchain
is enormously
promising.
CEO,
Innovation
President, Medici Blockchain News
Overstock.com
manager,
Ventures
Publisher Partner
For sensorowning organizations,
Proximus
Cryptoassets
Design
Group
the ability to use an immutable ledger
to store data, ensure its integrity,
and provide a clear path to data
monetization, is a stellar example of
the promise of blockchain. The value
of the IoT sensor market is greater
than USD 600 billion per year, and is
expected to double in the next three
years, simply for primary usage of
the data by the sensor owner! The
magnitude and potential value of a
marketplace for data-hungry third
parties is staggering.
43

I believe that what online retailers
like Overstock.com have done for
making physical goods accessible
online, DataBroker DAO will do for
sensor data.”
PATRICK BYRNE
CEO and Founder of Overstock.com
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TH E C H A LLE N G E

UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL &
MONETIZATION OF IOT SENSOR DATA
Individuals, companies, researchers & governments are spending
hundreds of billions each year on buying and maintaining IoT sensors.The growth of the investment and applications in IoT is truly staggering, and yet, all data captured by these devices is locked up in silos
and walled gardens.
On its path from sensor to silo, all this
data flows over gateway operators like
telecom companies, networks and even
the control panels of the sensor manufacturers.
These sensor owners usually have a two
year business case for their placement
and the data they generate. The primary

marketfor these sensors is expected to
reach 1.2 trillion USD in 2019, and estimating that at least 10% of the data generated
is sought for others (1-3 times), the value
of data locked away will reach 120 billion
next year

BY 2016, THERE WERE NO FEWER
THAN 9 BILLION SENSORS DEPLOYED
GLOBALLY, WHICH IS EXPECTED TO
GROW TO 33 BILLION BY 2019.

²State of the Market: Internet of Things 2016, Verizon
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OU R SO LUTIO N
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DATABROKER DAO: A PEER TO PEER
MARKETPLACE FOR IOT SENSOR DATA
Using a smart contract based marketplace on the Ethereum network, it becomes possible to unlock this value. Via
their gateway operator, the sensor owners
place the data generated by their sensors
up for sale (while staking some of their
DTX tokens), and buyers can discover and
purchase access to the data using that
same DTX token.

The gateway operator will run their own
Ethereum mainnet blockchain node and
run the open-source DataBrokerDAO dAPI
(distributed API) on top. Data generated by
the sensors of their clients is sent (within
the same datacenter) to their dAPI which
check who has purchased access and
send the data directly on to the location
specified by the buyer on purchasing.

Since the gateway operator is
already set up to deal with the data
their clients generate, routing purchased data streams to a location
on the internet is a straightforward
extension.

For doing so, the gateway operator is
awarded 10% of each transaction in DTX
tokens. The platform also earns 10% and,
most importantly, the lion share goes to
the sensor owner receiving 80% of the
proceeds.

To move from a local to a global marketplace, the DataBroker DAO implementation is replicated with a multitude of
gateway operators around the world.
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This grants access to a global market for
data. Anyone in the world will be able to
buy any available data anywhere, making
it truly, “a global market for local data”.

STAKEHOLDERS
There are a number of stakeholders in the DataBroker DAO including
sensor owners, gateway operators, data processors and data buyers.
Below is a definition of each of these stakeholders.
SENSOR OWNERS

Sensor owners are the stakeholders who
have purchased IoT sensors and make the
data emitted from their sensors available
for sale via the DataBroker DAO platform.
This is a diverse group who have generally
purchased sensors in order to improve the
efficiency of their operations.

in collected and conditioned form
— data which would otherwise be
fragmented, conflicted and sometimes unreliable.
•

Smart data services provide conditioned and calculated data, with
analytical rules and calculations
applied to derive further insight from
the collected data and aid the decision-making process. (e.g. Artificial
Intelligence)

•

Adaptive data services apply analysis
to a customer’s request-specific
data combined with data in a context
store. This is a more advanced form
of service.

The key role of Sensor Owners in DataBroker DAO is to sell the data from their
sensors on the platform.

DATA BUYERS

Data Buyers are those stakeholders who
will purchase data on the platform. This
purchase may be to use the data in its
raw form for their own purposes or to
purchase the data with the intention of
transforming/enriching the raw data to be
resold with added value via DataBroker
DAO (see Data Processor below).
The use of the data purchased by Data
Buyers can be quite straightforward, for
instance, purchasing temperature and
rainfall data provisioned by a neighboring
office building to have accurate local readings to the more complex, like purchasing
data to train one’s AI.

DATA PROCESSORS

Data Processors are those Data Buyers
who purchase data with the explicit
intention of enriching the data and either
reselling it or handling it for their clients.
The enrichment may take many forms
and Data Processors can be categorized
by the level of insight provided³:
•

Simple data services are the most
common. Data brokers collect data
from multiple sources and offer it

3-4-5
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It is estimated that there are more than
5,000 data processing companies worldwide relying on a vast array of open datasets published by government agencies
and non-governmental organizations4
(Moore, 2016) in combination with their
proprietary datasets and algorithms to
enrich publicly available data.
These range from specialized boutiques,
such as CB Insights, Fico, Intelius, etc.
to large global consultancies such as
McKinsey, Deloitte, PWC. It is estimated
that 75 percent of analytics solutions
will incorporate at least ten or more data
sources from second-party partners or
third-party providers by 20195.
It is expected that Data Processors will
make up the majority of Data Buyers on
the DataBroker DAO platform.

Moore, S. (2016, June 8). How to Choose a Data Broker.

GATEWAY OPERATORS

The data emitted by the billions of
devices deployed globally flow across a
wireless sensor network (WSN) operated
generally (but not exclusively) by large
telecommunications companies in each
country. This may be a traditional GSM
network, a LORA network or an alternative
such as SigFox.
The key role of Gateway Operators in
DataBroker DAO is to expose the gateway
they operate to enable sensor owners to
sell their data on the platform.
The diagram below demonstrates
how these stakeholders interact in
DataBroker DAO.
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IN A SENSE,
DATABROKER DAO
CAN BE LIKENED
TO A “SECONDARY
MARKET” FOR IOT
SENSOR DATA AND
HAS BEEN REFERRED
TO AS AN “EBAY” OR
“AMAZON” FOR IOT
SENSOR DATA.

WHO “WINS" IN THIS STORY?
Sensor owners (data providers) are able
to directly monetise their data to generate
passive income that will turn a sunk cost
into a potential money maker and at least
the opportunity to recoup some of their
investments in IoT sensors (purchase,
installation, maintenance, software licenses
to interpret the sensor data). A sensor
owner will earn 80% of the amounts
received and pay a small recurring fee for
putting the sensor on the platform.
Data buyers and data processors get data
as a service so do not need to make the
upfront investment in hardware to get
the data they require. Another advantage
for both buyer types is that DataBroker
DAO provides access to data that would

otherwise be trapped in the data silos of
sensor owners.
Gateway providers: gain scale and speed
in the adoption of their network/devices
as the partner connected to DataBroker
DAO can present a win-back to their
enterprise accounts, a clear USP. These
gateway operators are the gateway
through which the data flows to the
DAO, and as such, they are also paid out
immediately for each sale in the platform
and will receive 10% of the fee.
The DAO takes the remaining 10% of all
funds, depending on market conditions,
received on the platform to cover
operating costs.

Revenue distribution
DataBroker DAO
10%
Gateway operator
10%

Sensor owner
80%

WHO “LOSES” IN THIS STORY?
Sensor manufacturers: While
manufacturers will increase sales in the
short run due to the higher profitability
of IoT projects. However, on the longer
term, “sharing” sensors may reduce their
day-to-day sales. This can be balanced
by higher replacements due to the higher
amount of sensors in the field.
However, hardware margins are in a “race
to the bottom” and are already razor thin.
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Sensor providers already make most of
their money via software and services.
From this perspective, the producer
can pull resources and capital out of
unprofitable hardware manufacturing
and allocate these to successful SaaS
offerings. From our discussions with
manufacturers, they are very enthusiastic
about this prospect.

WHO WILL SELL DATA?
There are a number of data sellers
identified and the overview of the sectors
already investing in sensors from Gartner
highlights the key potential sellers of
data for the years to come. The diagram

Home Security and Safety

below identifies the 2 groups (business,
consumer) and the sub- groups that
constitute each. It is clear that the
business group is the main driving force in
sensor deployment globally.

Information and Entertainment

Home Automation,
Energy Management, Other

Banking and Securities
Communications,
Media and Services

Health and Fitness

Education

Automotive infotainment

Govermment
Utilities

Health Providers
Consumer

Transportation

Retail and Wholesale Trade
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Insurance

Business

Manufacturing and
Natural Resources

THE BUSINESS GROUP IS LED
BY THE FOLLOWING SECTORS:
Manufacturing and Natural Resources:
the so-called industrial IoT consists of
companies that are deploying sensors
in order to improve operations. Their
primary purpose for deploying sensors is
to improve the efficiency of operations to
reduce their cost base. DataBroker DAO
presents the opportunity to sell selected
data that will not reveal to competitors
specifics of their manufacturing process.
Transportation: the data for
transportation consists of both traffic
and vehicle specific data. Traffic data
includes for instance congestion and for
instance data for shipping of goods like
temperature sensors in food shipping
containers. This also includes sensors
for managing public transportation such
as trains and busses. Vehicle specific
data includes a wide array of sensors in
cars and trucks both personally owned
vehicles and fleets measuring everything
from CO2 emissions to speed to
preventive maintenance.
Utilities and Government: Utility
providers deploy sensors for “smart”
utilities en-masse to deliver more efficient
utility services to their clients including
smart grids and smart meters primarily
for electricity and water. Government
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sensors are also wide ranging including
everything from water level sensors to
detect flooding, air quality monitoring to
smart street lights.
In addition to these sellers which
represent the bulk of currently deployed
sensors, we identify at least 2 additional
growth areas in the coming years:
Smart City Initiatives: a roadblock
for getting smart city initiatives off the
ground is the upfront cost of populating
the town with sufficient sensors to be
meaningful. The DataBroker DAO platform
provides a means to turn what is today a
sunk cost and a perpetual maintenance
expense into an investment with a 2-3
year payback period and a continuous
income stream after that.
Agricultural sector: in Belgium today,
10% of farmers are “techie”. They have
a drone flying around and 5-20 sensors
deployed and some other automation in
place. The sensors include for instance
wind, temperature, barometric pressure,
humidity, PH level in the soil. They use
these to manage their farm and spend
between 10-50k euro per year, and
DataBroker DAO will provide the possibility
to recoup some of this cost.

WHO WILL BUY DATA?
Aside from the data processors in the ecosystem, any company
looking to commercialise a product that is data driven is provided with
the opportunity to develop the product without having to invest in the
hardware. The potential buyers are extremely broad.
•

From the agricultural example above,
two potential buyers jump out with
> 1000 temperature sensors from
nearly all regions of the country, the
data is more accurate and granular
than the national weather service.
They are a potential buyer as are tv
and radio stations who, by buying data
directly on the marketplace, cut out
the national weather service in their
purchase from the farmers.

•

With >1000 PH level sensors covering
most parts of the country, fertiliser
companies would view this as a
“honeypot” for their sales people.

•

Smart City Initiatives can limit the
upfront cost of populating the town
with sufficient sensors and turn the
expense into an investment with a 2–3
year payback period and a continuous
income stream after that.

•

Academics get access to the data
from thousands of sensors and can
buy data directly on the marketplace.
This will result in a boost in the number
of potential spin outs from academia
as projects no longer have as high

startup costs associated with buying
and deploying a network of sensors.
•

Public Transport data can be sold to
entrepreneurs who can help to create
applications such as mobile apps to
help the general public find the perfect
routes to their desired destination, this
introduces an extra revenue source
for local governments while improving
the infrastructure around the public
transportation systems.

•

Self-driving technology companies
could buy car sensor data to create the
perfect self-driving AI and license this
back to various car manufacturers.

•

Environmental agencies can gather
data from millions of sensors around
the world, such as PH water sensors,
to get insights into environmental
change, impact of their programs and
understand where to act.

•

Energy corporations can purchase
wind, weather & consumption data to
plan new green energy initiatives and
understand where to best place new
wind or solar farms.

IN SHORT
The stakeholders in the IoT space have a lot to gain:
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•

Sensor owners can monetize their
data and turn a sunk cost into a
potential money maker and at least the
opportunity to recoup some of their
investments in IoT sensors.

•

Network operators acting as gateway
operators gain scale and speed in the
adoption of their network as connected
telcos can present a win-back to their
enterprise accounts, a clear USP.

•

Sensor manufacturers acting as
gateway operators can stop the

“race to the bottom” for production
and pull resources and capital out of
manufacturing and allocate these to
more successful SaaS offerings.
•

New types of buyers have
unprecedented access to data and
options to monetize their own data,
in this category we see the entire
booming and vibrant startup scene.

•

Data processors have an ecosystem to
sell their services to the right people.

THE DATABROKER DAO ALLIANCE
In the future we envision, the world where
the DataBroker DAO platform will be
an integral part of the “IoT data”-fabric,
there will be, more than ever, a need for
collaboration between the stakeholders in
this ecosystem. These parties will need to
find ways to work together to further their
collective businesses and use-cases.

ecosystem. Apart from gaining essential
insights into the requirements of the
platform, we feel that guiding the
stakeholders through this foundational
change in doing business together will be
the linchpin in the further development of
the platform.

We formed the DataBroker DAO alliance
to help facilitate this collaborative

“We are happy to cross paths
with SettleMint and to engage
with blockchain technology over
DataBroker DAO. The integration
was smooth and successful due
to technical excellence. In a next
step on our roadmap we intend to
include a DataBroker DAO “sell my
data” option into our portfolio, as we
realise this is a new monetisation
opportunity for both sensor owners,
data consumers and vendors”
MR. RAJEEV JHA
CEO of Yuktix
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At this time there are + 20 companies that have formally joined the
alliance. They include players in each of the stakeholder groups and are
a good cross section of the ecosystem.
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O B S TA C L E T O S U C C E S S
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The biggest obstacle to the success of
DataBroker DAO and the full valorisation
of IoT sensor data is on the supply side
of the equation. That is the adoption of
the marketplace by data sensor owners
who are generating data. DataBroker
DAO enables sensor owners to sell their
data directly to interested 3rd party data
consumers and are thus provided with the
opportunity to recoup their sunk costs for
IoT sensor hardware and software (>600

billion USD today) incentivising them to
provide access to their proprietary data.
To overcome this obstacle, one of the
first priorities will be hiring an experienced
team of enterprise sales profiles. Their
focus will be to guide the gateway
operators through the sales cycle,
onboard them into the DataBroker DAO
Alliance and push for the integration of the
dAPI into their systems.

COMPLETENESS

In its 2016 report6, McKinsey identifies 6 key pillars to the
construction of an IoT sensor data marketplace.

1

Creating a
central point of
“discoverability”

6

Enabling
crowdsourcing

Opening up new
monetization
opportunities

5

1. “Marketplaces offer customers
a central platform and point of
access to satisfy their data needs.”
2. “Data marketplaces can define
metaformats and abstractions that
support cross-device and crossindustry use cases.”
3. “Service-level agreements can
ensure that marketplaces deliver
data of consistently high quality.”
4. “By assembling multitudes of thirdparty participants, companies can
increase the relevance of their own
digital platform.”
5. “Today’s interconnected and
digitized world increases the value
of high-quality data assets while
creating innovative revenues
streams. One digital marketplace,
for example, adds value to
Europe’s electric-automobile

2

Supporting
interoperability

Achieving
consistent
data quality

3

Building an
ecosystem

4

market by providing information
and transactional gateways for
businesses such as charginginfrastructure providers, mobilityservice players, and vehicle
manufacturers. Charging-station
operators, for example, are free
to determine their own pricing
structures based on data available
about customer habits and market
trends.”
6. “Data marketplaces make it
possible to share and monetize
different types of information
to create incremental value.
By combining information and
analytical models and structures
to generate incentives for data
suppliers, more participants will
deliver data to the platform.”

6 Johannes Deichmann, K. H. (2016, October ). Creating a successful Internet of Things data marketplace.
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Below is an assessment of the current beta version
of DataBroker DAO based on these 6 pillars:
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•

Creating a central point of
“discoverability”: the DAO pulls
together data that is otherwise locked
in organisational silos controlled by
the sensor owners.

•

Supporting interoperability: the DAO
defines standard metaformats for
data descriptions and will integrate
several processes to bring actual
data into standardised formats in the
next iteration of the platform.

•

Achieving consistent data quality:
data streams come directly from
the gateway so there is no point
in the process that is open to
manipulation of data. In the next
iteration of the platform, a reputation
system that allows data buyers to
provide feedback on data quality
will be added to further enhance the
controls on data quality.

•

Building an ecosystem: the DAO
brings the stakeholders in the IoT
sensor data market together. It is the
foundational layer of the ecosystem.

•

Opening up new monetization
opportunities: Sensor owners
are incentivised through direct
remuneration from data buyers. In
a future iteration, the platform will
introduce additional data enrichment
and display options that service
providers can monetise through the
platform. The roadmap includes
graphical packages from mapping to
charts.

•

Enabling crowdsourcing: Sensor
data is crowd-sourced directly from
sensor owners.

WHY USE BLOCKCHAIN?

From a marketplace perspective using the public Ethereum chain
enables the use of a fully built out financial ecosystem, with minimum of
fees. Traditional fiat payment processors charge between 1 and 3% for
money in and money out, while a purchase using the utility token costs
around 0.003 USD7 in fees for purchases of any size.
Using a utility token over fiat currency
also brings the advantage of 18 decimals.
Combine the possibility to use extremely
small fractions of the token with very low
fees, and real microtransactions become
possible.
While these actions will ease adoption,
there will be a learning curve for
these enterprises. Every project in the
blockchain space is working hard to try
and solve some of these issues and it is
only a matter of time before the skillset
of the users and de technical capabilities
meet in the middle.
From a decentralised network perspective
it is also a perfect fit. Very large numbers
of participants, in a trustless environment,
transacting with each other is the
definition of a perfect use-case.
From an ecosystem perspective we
notice a lot of activity in the IoT sphere,
solving a lot of hard problems for the
future. And we are avid fans of these
trailblazers knowing that the Databroker
DAO is a great addon for many of these
project, the missing link in the ecosystem.

We are not blind to the usability issue
in using separate tokens on a public
blockchain for any type of user. We are
working on several solutions to ease
adoption:
•

We will facilitate corporations to
purchase tokens from DataBroker
DAO directly. These tokens will come
out of the reserved platform fund and
will be sold for fiat currency with full
invoicing, just like any other digital
good. We will not buy back tokens or
issue more.

•

We are planning on implementing
the GasStation8 concept presented
by Swarm.city on DevCon 3 to
overcome the “gas” hump when
onboarding new users of the
platform.

•

We are working actively with leading
wallet providers to include our tokens
by default, easing the setup and
management of these tokens for an
enterprise.

7 http://ethgasstation.info/
8https://github.com/swarmcity/SCLabs-gasstation-service/blob/master/README.md
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A C O M P E T I T I V E A N A LY S I S O F
IOT BLOCKCHAIN PROJ ECTS

There are 3 commonly named projects that live in the same sphere:
Streamr9, IOTA10 and OceanProtocol11.
Streamr is taking their traditional data
transfer platform and will attempt to
“blockhainize” it. While we will not go into a
deep technical analysis of these projects
the conclusion can be drawn from reading
the whitepaper that the goal is to replace
the entire IoT stack, from top to bottom,
with the Streamr solution. A monumental
challenge if you keep in mind that if they
are operational in 2 years, they will have
to replace an industry with 30 billion
deployed sensors.
IOTA’s plan is similar. But they go even
further, aside from replacing the entire
IoT ecosystem, they also replace any
underlying blockchain base with a new
and untested network, using a concept
called a “tangle”. Double down on the
challenges.
Both Streamr and IOTA describe a data
marketplace. A marketplace for data
on the the Streamr or IOTA platform/
network. Of, at some point in time, one of
them has replaced the IoT ecosystem, the
winner would indeed be a real competitor
for DataBroker DAO to break down data
silos and facilitate the easy transfer
of data, regardless of the underlying
network.

DataBroker DAO takes a radically
different approach:
•

It is built to go into production this
year. This ensures we both need to
use proven technology, and a first
movers advantage over these other
players.

•

It is built to interface with the
large players in the ecosystem
(manufacturers and gateway
operators) in a non invasive way. We
are not replacing anything or anyone,
ensuring a low friction environment.
The only way to get market scale fast
enough.

•

It focuses on being a complementary
component in the current and future
ecosystem, meaning that in the
future DataBroker DAO can co-exist,
integrate and complement IOTA,
Streamr and OceanProtocol.

We wish each and every one of these
projects all the success in the world, and
we will happily integrate them into the
ecosystem upon reaching critical mass.

OceanProtocol is a different story. Their
focus is a new kind of BigchainDB-based
network specifically for buying and selling
AI datasets. While not a lot is known at
this point, the roadmap specifies several
years before their solution will be ready
and the underlying technology is less
decentralised/open compared to an
Ethereum based solution.

9 https://www.streamr.com
10
https://iota.org
11
https://oceanprotocol.com/
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THE ARCHITECTURE

A token curated registry for reputation, quality and curation.
The core component of the platform is
the registry of sensors and data steams/
files offered in the platform. In the
DataStreamRegistry we will store all data
providing sources that stream sensor
data. Streaming data can be live data
coming from an IoT sensor. This data is
sold per timespan. The DataSetRegistry
will hold ‘files’ of data that can be bought;
these are sold per download.
To list a stream/set in these registries,
the owner has to stake (to stake means
commit/sent/lockup in this context) a
certain amount of DTX tokens. These
tokens are locked as a guarantee for good
behavior by the data seller.
There will be a minimum stake required to
be listed in the registry at all. Data sellers
can stake more DTX tokens if they want
to. Staking more allows these streams/
sets to appear more prominently in the
listings (e.g., sorting, or additional badges
in the interface) improving the chances of
being bought, and at the same increase
the guarantees a buyer has that the
data is of good quality and contains the
advertised information.
A data buyer that is unhappy with the
quality of data can challenge an entry in
the registry by staking some DTX tokens.
This challenge will be represented in the
UI to all potential buyers as a negative
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reputation score. In itself, it does not have
any effect on selling of the data.
Upon reaching a certain threshold of
challenges, a check of the data provider
will be performed by a DataBroker DAO
administrator. Upon finding issues
with the advertised data, it’s stake is
distributed equally over all challengers and
the DataBroker DAO platform wallet. The
entry is removed from the registry. If it is
deemed that the data is sound, the staked
tokens by the challengers get distributed
to the data seller and the platform.
•

This incentivizes data sellers to
maintain a good standing and
delivering data as advertised.

•

Data buyers are encouraged to
report bad data to recoup the lost
funds due to bad data. Data buyers
are discouraged from reporting
false challenges, and the seller can
reduce lost funds due to unfair bad
reputation.

•

The DataBroker DAO platform and
its administrators are encouraged
to handle these disputes quickly and
efficiently and are rewarded for their
time and effort.

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT FOR A BILLION SENSOR OWNERS
Databroker DAO is a peer-to-peer
marketplace of IoT sensor data. This
data is created by sensors, and we are
talking about billions of sensors. These
sensors are owned by again a very large
number of owners. These owners have
contracted a network operator (which
might be a telco, or a manufacturer) to
transport the data generated by their
sensors to a (mainly internet-) gateway for
consumption.
The network operator takes up the role
of gatekeeper in regards to the data
flowing through their gateway. They have
performed all required KYC procedures
on the sensor owners and they have
identified and validated the sensors
themselves. They are also garding their
network against unauthorised use. And
in most regions, network operators
do not have a monopoly resulting in a
large amount of potential partners, but
significantly reduced compared to the
amount of owners or sensors.
For Databroker DAO partnering with
these gateway operators is quite an
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advantageous scenario. By controlling
and verifying the gateway operators,
the platform has a way to manage and
control the gigantic amount of sensors
and owners by proxy.
This has a consequence for managing
the identities of the sensors, owners and
operators in the platform. Building on the
work of end user identity management
projects like uPort, the platform works with
“Managed Identity Proxy” contracts. These
proxy contracts contain the link to the
sensor owner’s wallet and identity. Different
from the end user solutions, these proxy
contracts are also linked to the identity of
the owner at the gateway operator and can
be controlled by that gateway operator.
This allows us to have full ownership by
the sensor owner, combined with the
ability of the gateway operator to control/
automate their interaction with the system,
and even handle end-user private keys
until proper key management has become
widespread and commonplace. This
system will be open-sourced before the
main token sale.

DAPP AND DAPI
In the blockchain world, a large number
of projects are building distributed
applications or dAPPs. These client
side applications interact directly with
Ethereum or other blockchains. In many
cases, for the sake of user experience,
these applications are running on remote
shared nodes like the ones Infura12
provides. While this is the only way to
create user friendly end-user peer-to-peer
applications, it has serious drawbacks for
some of our use cases:
•

•

Single point of failure. During some
of the recent token sales, the client
side applications coupled with
high demand have brought these
shared nodes to a halt. Not for the
lack of trying or skill, but due to the
sheer amount of RPC calls needed
to perform certain functions on
Ethereum smart contracts. In a high
stakes sector, such failures are not
an option.
Web interfaces and apps are nice,
but the real value is in APIs. In the

current SaaS and cloud boom this
is almost a given. You have no real
product unless you also have an API
for it. Slack, Zapier, Github, CRM and
ERP systems, they all attribute parts
of their success to their commitment
to APIs.
•

More apps, more problems. Adding
an extra interface only makes it
harder to use for the average user.
The sensor owners already have an
account with the operators. They
have figured out how to work with
them and are happy (and if not, they
switch operators).

That is why we add in, what we call,
a dAPI. Just like a dAPP, it’s an API
application that is deployed at each
node. Primary usage of this dAPI is at the
gateway operator, data processor and
large scale data buyer sides, and not at
the sensor owner or small scale buyers.
They will use the (existing) interfaces
provided by the gateway operators or the
Databroker DAO dAPP.

https://infura.io/
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DATA DISTRIBUTION AND STORAGE
Billions of sensors generate huge
amounts of data. And any company using
IoT sensor data has their systems for
processing it and is most likely not inclined
to replace that system. This means we
cannot enforce a new data storage system
on them. Even more important, it is not the
goal of the platform to store all IoT sensor
data for eternity.
Built in the dAPI, there are connectors to
integrate with the leading IoT and bigdata

storage vendors, leaving the buyer the
choice on where their data needs to
be sent.
Now there is a valid use-case for
blockchain anchoring of this data. The
immutability and timestamping capabilities
are worth something. To benefit from
these capabilities the dAPI will anchor
batches of data on the Ethereum mainnet
(using the Chainpoint spec13).

13
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https://chainpoint.org/

O N T H E R O A D M A P...

SETUP AND ONBOARDING
OF AN EXTENDED TEAM
One of the larger challenges for
DataBroker DAO will be scaling the
team fast enough to cope with market
demands. Onboarding a new sales team
and additional developers is a daunting
task. Since September this has been an
active focus and this will be the case for
the years to come. In Q2 2018 this will be
priority number one.

GATEWAY OPERATOR
INTEGRATIONS
The main road to mass adoption is
integrating with gateway operators
that enable the onboarding of millions
of sensors in one go. The DataBroker
DAO platform will be integrated with the
gateways of these gateway operators.
We will be working on both common
standards and libraries to ease integration,
and perform the initial integrations for
the first operators in the DataBroker DAO
Alliance. Integration with these initial
gateways is planned for Q2 2018.

PRIVATE AND
WHITELISTED SALES
Working with our alliance members has
taught us a lot. Including the fact that
there is a large set of data in the market
that companies want to sell to either
anyone except a competitor, or to just a
whitelisted group of companies. As such
this capability will be integrated in the
smart contracts from the start, and work
in the frontend side will continue into
Q4 2018.
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IMPROVING THE
(WHITE LABELED)
FRONTEND INTERFACE
On the one hand is the focus of
DataBroker DAO mostly on the dAPI. This
is where the data streams will flow over,
and combined with the smart contracts
the core value of the platform. We expect
quite a few gateway operators to use
the dAPI to build a marketplace in their
existing platforms. There will however be
quite a few that do not have an integrated
approach, or no existing systems to
integrate with.
That is the reason we will build a
DataBroker DAO marketplace frontend
and offer this frontend in a white labeled
form to gateway operators. When first
launching the platform this interface will
be a basic one, and will require a diverse
set of skills (information architecture,
design, web and mobile development)
over in the first two years to build a tier
one frontend. This will be a heavy focus
for Q3 of 2018 to reach the next guideline.

DATA ENHANCEMENT
INTEGRATIONS
Having easy access to large amounts
of data opens up a wealth of options
for many startups across the globe.
Enhancement and aggregation will
provide even more valuable data than the
raw data itself.
The team will look for, and work with
partners in the Alliance to provide valuable
services based on the raw data by
providing libraries and integrations for
commonly used tools. Integration with
AI tools (like provided by the large cloud
providers, or Tensorflow) come to mind.
Initial integrations will be made with the
dataprocessors in our Alliance in Q1 2019.

THE PROOF IS IN THE PUDDING

The past few months the team has been hard at work to build the
working platform. Leading up to the token sale we will open-source more
and more of the code underlying the platform.
Check out the beta version at https://beta.databrokerdao.com
The core features of the beta version of the platform are:
WALLET FUNCTIONALITY
The platform will interact with normal
not incur the transaction fees from
Ethereum addresses and MultiSig
converting. While this seems a non
contracts for its core functionalities.
issue for experiences crypto traders, the
Currently we do not integrate with any
target audience for the token are people
services, but for a public network deploy
and organisations that are currently
we would integrate with services like
embedded in a fiat world. Liquidity is a
Shapeshift and exchanges to make the
good thing, but value stored in the token
flow from fiat/crypto currencies to and
itself is important as well.
themonths
DTX token
as has
easy
ashard
possible.
Thefrom
past few
the team
been
at work to build the working

THE PROOF IS IN THE PUDDING

platform. Leading up to the token sale we will open-source more and more of the

The
wallet views
encourage
people
toversion at https://
code
underlying
the platform.
Check out
the beta
keep their funds in
beta.databrokerdao.com

DTX tokens if they
expect to use them any time soon and

The core features of the beta version of the platform are:

Wallet functionality

!
The platform will interact with normal Ethereum addresses and MultiSig
contracts for its core functionalities. Currently we do not integrate with any
services, but for a public network deploy we would integrate with services like
Shapeshift and exchanges to make the ﬂow from ﬁat/crypto currencies to and
from the DTX token as easy as possible.
The wallet views encourage people to keep their funds in DTX tokens if they
expect to use them any time soon and not incur the transaction fees from
!35
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SENSOR DATA STREAM LISTINGS
Sensors are being listed in the
discoverability, curation and reputation
application for discovery of data. The
on a scale of billions of sensors is a
converting. While this seems a non issue for experiences crypto traders, the
current implementation is by design
monumental feat (e.g. the iOS app store).
target audience for the token are people and organisations that are currently
rudimentary and not built for billions of
In the roadmap we have set aside time to
embedded in a ﬁat world. Liquidity is a good thing, but value stored in the token
sensors. We were focussing on proving
build on this base and develop a solution
itself is important as well.
the platform and the implementation of
at scale.
Sensor data stream listings

!
Sensors are being listed in the application for discovery of data. The current
implementation is by design rudimentary and not built for billions of sensors. We
were focussing on proving the platform and the implementation of
discoverability, curation and reputation on a scale of billions of sensors is a

SENSOR
DETAILS
monumental
feat (e.g.
the iOS app store). In the roadmap we have set aside time
to build on this base and develop a solution at scale.

The main object in this ecosystem in
the sensor itself. The detail pages give
all information needed to determine if a
sensor is what the buyer is looking for.
Depending on the type of sensor these

pages might be extended with cards
containing geolocation information,
reputation scoring, comments, similar
sensors and more.

Sensor details
!36

!
The main object in this ecosystem in the sensor itself. The detail pages give all
information needed to determine if a sensor is what the buyer is looking for.
Depending on the type of sensor these pages might be extended with cards
containing geolocation information, reputation scoring, comments, similar
sensors and more.
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DATASET LISTINGS
A lot of the added value in sensors only
comes after analysing, aggregating
and enhancing the data streams from
sensors. The datasets in the platform

function like a tertiary market where
sensor buyers can do all kinds of smart
things with the data, and resell them in
easily consumed datasets.

Dataset listings

!
A lot of the added value in sensors only comes after analysing, aggregating and
enhancing the data streams from sensors. The datasets in the platform function
like a tertiary market where sensor buyers can do all kinds of smart things with
the data, and resell them in easily consumed datasets.

!38
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The “DAO” in the DataBroker DAO name is not a marketing ploy. We
believe that a platform at such a crucial crossroads between IoT and
blockchain, with a global and wide variety of involved parties, will need a
non-traditional governance model.
Though the community has learned a lot
since initial DAO governance experiments,
there is still a long way to go. Especially
since a lot of the partners in this
ecosystem are more enterprise minded at
this time.
Since agility and flexibility are crucial in
the early stages we decided that, since

best practices and adoption of this model
are still a moving target, Databroker DAO
will be run using a traditional company
structure, until such a time we, in active
collaboration with the community and
industry, can determine a governance
model that works for all parties involved.

( D ATA E X C H A N G E )

THE DT X TOKE N

The DTX token is a utility token in the Databroker DAO platform14. The
DTX token is a ERC20 compliant token with 18 decimals. The token will
serve as the credits to buy and sell sensor data within the platform.
THE MINIME TOKEN

SIZE OF THE MARKET

Apart from the initial use in the platform,
the token is based upon the MiniMe15
standard.

To determine the market potential and
future worth of the token we need to look
deeper at the potential market for IoT data.

A MiniMe token is easy to clone. This
means it allows us to create new tokens
with an initial distribution identical to
the original token at a specified block,
either to upgrade the token contract,
or to create spin of tokens for e.g.
governance.

The market size of the primary market for
IoT sensors grew from a 600 billion euro
in 2015, to a staggering 900 billion in 2017.
The market is projected to reach 1.3 trillion
in 202016 and up to 1.6 trillion in 2024.

The token Solidity code is available at
https://github.com/DataBrokerDAO

These numbers translate to 9 billion
sensors in 2015, to 19 billion in 2017,
34 billion in 202017 up to 45 billion in 2024.
A staggering amount.

Money spent on sensor purchases
Primary market (in billion)
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Originally the token was named DATA, but due to a naming conflict we changed it to DTX
15
https://github.com/Giveth/minime
16 - 17
State of the Market: Internet of Things 2016, Verizon
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An important distinction about DataBroker
DAO’s potential market size is that we
are not looking for the size of the sensor
market itself, but the market for the data
they emit. Sensor owners purchase
sensors for primary usage because they
believe that what they can do with the
data is more valuable than the cost of
acquiring, deploying and maintaining
the sensors.
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Another valuation method could be to look
at the market size of IoT platforms like IBM
Watson IoT and Amazon Web Services IoT,
that generate a 1-2 billion USD of revenue
and are expected to grow 35% year over
year. Reaching a total revenue of 18 billion
by 2024. Cornering 10% of this market
amounts to a similar revenue.

The market for sensors does however
provide a clear indication of the amount
of data that is available for sale today and
in the years to come. Estimating
the market size for the data is then a
function of estimating the demand for
the available data.

To put the 2.5 billion USD value into context,
the Data Processing and Brokering market
is estimated to generate 150 billion USD
today in revenues18 and is expected to
double in the next 4 years. DataBroker
DAO will provide a new source of data
supporting the further growth of this
market with previously inaccessible and/or
costly data.

We are cautious with our estimates of
the potential market size for this data.
In our economic models, we use the
assumption that the value of the IoT data
market is only 30% of the primary market
value. This assumption translates into
a market potential in 2017 of 270 billion
USD, growing to 500 billion USD in 2024.
To err on the side of caution, we factor in
an adoption rate of DataBroker DAO by
Sensor Owners of 0.5 percent in 2024.
Half a percent of the 45 billion sensors
in 2024 amounts to 225 million sensors
connected to DataBroker DAO generating
2.5 billion USD in yearly transactions on
the platform.

We can draw a useful parallel comparison
to the financial sector where publicly
traded companies produce their annual
statements for statutory reporting to
regulators and shareholders (primary
purpose). On the back of the pile of data
generated, a whole host of companies, like
Thomson-Reuters, FactSet and Interactive
Data emerged to aggregate the data adding
a layer of professional and consulting
services on top. In doing so, they leverage
the data produced for primary purposes
(reporting to regulators and shareholders)
to create an entirely new business and a
host of value added services by leveraging
the data.

18
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Committee on commerce, science and transportation. (2013, December 18). a review of the data
broker industry: collection, use, and sale of consumer data for marketing purposes.

INITIAL VALUE OF THE DTX TOKEN
The goal is to have 1 DTX token to cover
the average value of the data from a
sensor for one week. This allows us
enough granularity (at 18 decimals) to
work with micropayments, even after
significant growth and price increases.

members joining the project and will be
vested in stages over 3 years, and the
unvested tokens return to the fund in
case the team member leaves the team.
The rest is distributed to current team
members and advisors.

We determine the corresponding price per
token by looking at the market predictions
in the previous section for 2024. At that
time we project to have 2.5 billion USD
flowing through the platform for 225
million sensors.

An additional 10% is reserved for the
platform fund. The majority of these
tokens will be used to allow enterprise
users to buy tokens using fiat currency
to ease adoption of these crucial users.
This will happen if no other solution via
exchanges can be found, and gradually
over the next 4 years as not to influence
the market.

2 500 000 000 USD/YEAR
225 000 000 SENSORS/YEAR
= 11.11 USD/SENSOR/YEAR

The average sensor has a value of ~12
USD per year, ~1 USD per month, or 0,25
USD per week and as such the value of 1
DTX token should equate initially to this
number. At an, ETH price of 1000 USD /
ETH, 1ETH will get you 8000 DTX tokens.
During the token sale, we give you double
the amount of tokens coming to a rate of
8000 DTX/ETH
We determine the maximum number of
tokens issued to be 225 million, the amount
of sensors on the platform in 2024.
5% is reserved for team incentives over
the coming 4 years. The majority of this
team fund will be distributed to team

Our earliest supporters, those who
purchased the old DATA token, will
get an equivalent of their original ETH
investment at current prices in DTX
tokens at a bonus rate of 60% to reward
them for their trust in the project. This
amounts to 6,5% in total.
30% or 67.500.000 tokens will be locked
up until January 1st, 2021. Effectively
decreasing the available supply
significantly for the foreseeable future.
0,5% of the tokens is reserved for the
bounty campaign.
The rest, 108.000.000 tokens (48%) will
be sold in to this sale event

Token distribution

Platform
10.0 %
Early
supporters
6.5%
Lock-up
30.0 %
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Sale
48.0 %

Bounty
0.5%
Team incentives
5.0 %

TOKEN SALE

The token sale will accept purchases in ETH. The tokens will be delivered
the week after the sale completes.
PRE-SALE STARTS MARCH 19TH, 2018 4PM CET
The presale phase of this token sale
event starts on March 19th, 2018 at 4PM
CET. During this presale a 50% token

bonus applies (6000 DTX/ETH) and the
minimum purchase amount during this
period is 10 ETH.

MAIN SALE STARTS APRIL 26TH, 2018 4PM CET
The main sale will start April 26th,
2018 at 4PM CET.
The sale will run for 4 week. The rate for
this phase is 8000 DTX per ETH. ()
Only on the first day a 10% bonus will
be awarded.
Before and during the token sale, a
referral system is in effect. Contributions
via a referral link will result in a bonus

of 5% of the tokens sold via a referral
link. These tokens are part of the locked
reserve and do not increase or affect the
total amount of tokens, nor the maximum
amount of tokens offered.
Unsold tokens will be kept by the
platform. In case of a significant ETH
rate (1000 USD/ETH) change leading
up to the sale will cause a recalculation
according to the same formula used
above.

TRADING STARTS JULY 7TH, 2018
The tokens will be issued and be tradable 1
week after the sale ends (June 30th, 2018).
At this point in time we have a
commitment to list the DTX token on
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CoinFalcon.com at that time and are
identifying one or two more
exchanges to list it on, by that time

THE TEAM

SOME HISTORY
The DataBroker DAO was conceptualised at SettleMint in late 2016. The
dynamics of the market and the opportunities it brings immediately
sparked the development of the first proof of concepts.
After the first beta was completed in
February, it has been on the road to
tradeshows, pitch competitions and
blockchain challenges across the
world to test its market viability.
We have demoed the platform in
London, Dublin, Berlin, Singapore,
Dubai, Jeddah, Salt Lake City,
New York, Paris and Tokyo.
The result was astounding, people love
the idea and the product, and interest
from manufacturers and gateway
operators has been encouraging.
In June, the decision was made that the
project itself has too much potential to
not run with a dedicated team and that a
token sale was better suited to the project
than traditional VC rounds.

To give all of our early community the
chance to push the ecosystem forward,
we opted to do an early token sale in
September. With a very long lockup and
significant risk to the buyers, they truly are
our avid supporters. We raised a little over
960 ETH that has appreciated significantly
since then.
During this early token sale we were asked
by the Belgian regulator (FSMA) to give
more context and to determine if this token
sale was regulated by them. Assisted by
Willem Van de Wiele, crypto expert and
legal counsel at White & Case LLP we
provided the regulator with a complete
written and verbal overview of our project
and plans. At that time there were no
further questions nor actions required.

ABOUT SETTLEMINT
SettleMint is a Belgian/Dubai based startup focussed on creating tools
to make building blockchain applications easy by any IT team.
All the work and R&D is encapsulated
in a distributed middleware called Mint
which consists of 4 SDK. Notary, which
deals with anything related to recording
information on blockchain, but also IPFS
and swarm. Provenance for supply chain
tracking. Ballot box for voting and last but
not least Marketplaces for functionality
ranging from tokens to exchanges of
digitally traded products. All the while
supporting a wide range of public
and private blockchain solutions like
Ethereum, Bitcoin, Multichain, BigchainDB
and the Hyperledger projects.
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Mint is used in the DataBroker DAO. The
marketplaces SDK and smart contract
templates are used for the marketplace
part of the project, while the Notary SDK
is used in the archiving and sharing of the
dat part of the project. A yearly licence
fee will be payed out of the revenue of the
platform as compensation.
DataBroker DAO is based out of the
SettleMint Dubai office.

templates are used for the marketplace part of the project, while the Notary SDK
is used in the archiving and sharing of the dat part of the project. A yearly licence
fee will be payed out of the revenue of the platform as compensation.
DataBroker DAO is based out of the SettleMint Dubai office.

Team members
TEAM MEMBERS

Matthew Van Niekerk
Co-Founder & CEO

MATTHEW VAN NIEKERK
Founded and
exited two companies in Japan, then
Co-Founder
& CEO
got his MBA in Belgium, after which he joined a
large financial
institution,
performing
a variety
of got his MBA
Founded
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two companies
in Japan,
then
roles
ranging
from
COO
of
the
consumer
finance
in Belgium, after which he joined a large financial institution,
performing
a variety
of of
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ranging
from COOfor
ofthe
the consumer
business line
to head
platform
innovation
finance
business
line to head ofplatform.
platform In
innovation
brokerage
and crowdfunding
2016, he for the
brokerage
andand
crowdfunding
In 2016, he left the bank
left the bank
co-foundedplatform.
SettleMint.
and co-founded SettleMint.

Roderik van der Veer
Co-Founder & CTO

RODERIK VAN DER VEER

After
Roderik built&one
of the largest ecommerce
Co-Founder
CTO
computer store sites in Belgium in 1999, he worked
in the IT development sector and as CTO grew a
traditional
marcom
agency
a digital
After Roderik
built
oneinto
of the
largest ecommerce computer store
powerhouse.
He exited
business
to focus
sites in Belgium
in this
1999,
he worked
inon
the IT development sector
blockchain technologies when he co-founded
and as CTO grew a traditional marcom agency into a digital
SettleMint in 2016.
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powerhouse. He exited this business to focus on blockchain

Frank
Van Geertruyden
technologies
when he co-founded SettleMint in 2016.
MarCom Director
Roderik van der Veer
As a marketing
Co-Founder
& CTO

and communication professional
with almost 20 years experience in advertising,
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largest ecommerce
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and ICT, Frank worked
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FRANK
VAN
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MarCom
Director
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SettleMint
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Els Meyvaert
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Project
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and Frank
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Asand
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on-board at SettleMint.
Belgium before joining SettleMint.

Els Meyvaert
Project Manager

Cassandre
Vandeputte
ELS MEYVAERT

Solution
Analyst
Els worked
as account
manager in various financial
Project
Manager
institutions
until she
moved back to her first love,
communication.
account
director,
handledin the blockchain
CassandreAshas
earned
hershe
stripes
communication for the largest FMCG group in
innovation
labsSettleMint.
at Accenture before joining
Belgium
before joining

Els worked
as account manager in various financial institutions
SettleMint
this year.

untilVandeputte
she moved back to her first love, communication. As
Cassandre
Solution
Analyst
account
director, she handled communication for the largest
FMCG
group
in Belgium
before
Cassandre
has earned
her stripes
in the blockchain
innovation labs at Accenture before joining
SettleMint this year.
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joining SettleMint.

CASSANDRE VANDEPUTTE
Solution Analyst
41

Cassandre has earned her stripes in the blockchain innovation
labs at Accenture before joining SettleMint this year.
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TOM DE BLOCK
Blockchain Architect
A serial entrepreneur with active companies in Belgium,
Spain and eastern Europe and a strong background in quality
assurance in large financial institutions across Europe.

SILKE VAN DEN BROECK
Blockchain Developer
After working with cutting edge web and mobile technologies in
multiple Belgian startups, Silke decided to use her experience as a
full-stack developer to help lift the SettleMint tech to a higher level.

VERONICA MURGUIA
Investment Advisor
Experienced Venture Development Consultant with a
demonstrated history and track record of working in the early
stage investment services and entrepreneurship industry.
Veronica is an active connector, skilled business developer,
known for strong people skills, resilience, energy, drive to pursue
growth opportunities for blockchain and positively contribute to
the MENA entrepreneurship ecosystem.

ASTRID JANSSENS
Management Assistant
Always seeking to find the best administrative solution and on a
mission to get things organised. Passionate problem solver and
always willing to lend a hand or give support.

CHARLES DE BERGEYCK
CFO
Finance professional with a 20 years demonstrated
experience and track record of working in small companies
to large corporations in the US and Sweden, along with with
entrepreneurial start-up experience.

PETER-JAN BRONE
Blockchain Developer
Passionate coder, with an emphasis on queueing, caching and
performance of distributed systems
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BART BETTENS
Copywriter
After several years in the media, working for a newspaper and
various magazines, Bart decided in 2016 that it was time to start
working for himself. Now he’s part-time copywriter, part-time
translator and part-time editor, but 100% dedicated to his job at
DataBroker DAO.

SEBASTIAN WIJKHUIZEN
Blockchain Developer
Sebastian started his career as equities and derivatives trader,
became passionate about technology and ventured into the
world of software development. Over the years, he has acquired
experience in the development of trading algorithms, web and
mobile applications, AI-powered chatbots, before joining the
SettleMint developer team.

FRANK SEGERS
Head Of Sales
Seasoned sales leader with 25+ years experience in boosting
sales of disruptive technologies on the global markets. Worked
in senior management positions for American and European
based technology companies such as Transmode Systems,
TE Connectivity (CommScope) and Spike Broadband Systems.
Energetic and sales oriented entrepreneur, strong networker,
polyglot, MSc in Electro-mechanical engineering Mechatronics from
University of Leuven and MBA from University of Louvain-la-Neuve.
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